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Vinyl making a comeback

Buses ready
to take on
winter riders
Brenna Braaten
Montana Kaimin

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Ear Candy, on Higgins Ave., holds a large variety of used vinyl records. The store also has a listening station to preview music, and also cleans dirty, dusty records.

Kimball Bennion
Montana Kaimin
Don’t prepare any obituaries
for record stores just yet. Downloads may still be king of music
sales, but store owners in Missoula
say that people are dusting off the
old turntable and paying for vinyl.
For John Fleming, owner of Ear
Candy Music on Higgins, vinyl
sales have gone up 10 to 15 percent
from last year.
Ear Candy has been a vinyl
store since it opened in 1997,
Fleming said, so he’s always had
customers who prefer it, but lately,

it’s starting to emerge as a popular attraction instead of a medium
with only a few faithful followers.
This might have something to
do with good marketing strategies
on the part of record companies,
which have started releasing new
LPs that also include a coupon for
a digital download of the same
album. Fleming said this strategy
has attracted some of the customers he lost to MP3s.
“A lot of these fellas that haven’t
been buying vinyl in a long time
have started buying vinyl again,”
Fleming said.

Ear Candy customer Matt
Young isn’t a wayward son. Vinyl
has been his favorite way of listening to music at home since he grew
up listening to his parents’ Beatles
and Doors records.
“I think it’s a crisper sound,”
Young said. “It kind of forces you
to listen to an album the whole
way.”
Young has noticed a resurgence, as well, in vinyl’s popularity, and he’s glad more people are
catching on.
“I love it,” he said. “I absolutely
love it.”

Bruce Micklus, who manages
the music store Rockin’ Rudy’s
doesn’t seem to mind either.
“Business is better for vinyl,”
Micklus said. “For the most part,
CD sales have plummeted over the
last eight or nine years to tragic
levels.”
That tragedy has played out nationally as well. Billboard Magazine reported that CD sales saw a
20 percent drop in the first quarter
of 2009, while digital music sales
rose 17 percent in the same time

See VINYL, page 8

Kim Williams Trail project back on track
Cody Bloomsburg
Montana Kaimin
After a lot of talk about getting the developer’s promises in writing, and the developer
agreeing to put his promises in writing and not
file another lawsuit against the city, the Missoula City Council could be one step closer to
extending the Kim Williams Trail to East Missoula.
The Plat, Annexation and Zoning Committee met Wednesday to negotiate with developer
Bob Brugh for trail easements in his proposed
subdivision in the Bandmann Flats area, Clark
Fork Terrace No. 1.
The committee approved a recommendation
to annex the subdivision, which will be
discussed by the entire City Council on
Monday.
The vote came after a lengthy discussion of

a proposal made by Brugh and a representative,
in which they offered a 300-foot riverfront
trail easement along the Clark Fork through
another subdivision. Brugh guaranteed that if
Clark Fork Terraces No. 1 receives annexation,
the 300-foot easement would lead through the
subdivision on internal pathways to a 10-foot
asphalt path along Deer Creek Road.
However, city attorney Jim Nugent reminded
committee members to get the proposal in
writing because the development company
Brugh is associated with is currently suing the
city for damages and calling for it to remove
conditions the city had placed on the company’s
other Bandmann Flats development, Clark
Fork Terraces No. 2.
While the Council’s original intentions
were to have a riverfront trail run all the way
along the Clark Fork River via an easement
from Clark Fork Terraces No. 2, committee

members decided it was best to take what they
can get for now, which will be a secured link
between the Canyon River Loop Trail and a
new trail along Deer Creek Road. This could
then be connected with the Kim Williams Trail
to create a commuter trail directly to the UM
campus and downtown Missoula.
If Brugh’s lawsuit fails, the city will also get
an easement across the southern end of Clark
Fork Terraces No. 1 and No. 2, which would
lead to the riverfront trail on No. 2 that was an
original condition of that subdivision’s approval by the Council.
“Of course, if we prevail on the lawsuit then
we get those things, but if we don’t prevail, then
we lose it all,” said Bob Jaffe, City Council
member and chair of the Plat, Annexation and
Zoning Committee.
Both Brugh and representative Nick

See TRAIL, page 8

Although Park-N-Ride ridership has spiked 21 percent this
year, Nancy Wilson, director of
the ASUM Office of Transportation, is confident that the current
buses will be able to handle an
increased number of riders when
winter comes.
“There’ve been years when
we’ve looked a lot worse,” Wilson
said. “I think this year we have the
equipment.”
Wilson said that with the additional bus on the College of
Technology route, which brought
the total number of Park-N-Ride
routes to five, there are fewer
crowds waiting at bus stops than
there were last year.
“With more service available,
ridership spreads out,” she said.
“Those who come early are being
picked up early.”
The extra bus should account
for the extra riders already seen
and the increase that is sure to
come when winter hits.
“We can have 50 extra riders
every half hour,” she said, “We
should be able to carry it.”
Wilson said that this semester, there have already been 1,000
more riders a week than there
were in the peak bus-riding weeks
last January. Even so, she said, the
current bus system should be able
to account for the added riders –
an estimated 15,500 rides a week.
“Maybe in the winter, come
five minutes early to get to campus on time,” Wilson said. “When
you drive in the winter, you give
yourself five extra minutes to get
places. Ten to scrape your windshield.”
Wilson does admit, however,
that there are two times of the
day when buses are getting a little
tight – shortly before 9 a.m. heading in to campus and shortly after
3 p.m. heading out.
“That time of day, that’s a little
bit stressed,” she said. “Other than
that, there is substantial room on
the buses.”
Wilson suggests taking earlier
buses to avoid some of the congestion. For instance, she noted
that while the buses picking up
at around 8:45 a.m. are reporting
higher numbers, those at 8:30 a.m.
are not.
Wilson stressed that there are
also Mountain Line buses available for rides. Route 1 and Route
12 pick up and drop off along
South and Arthur avenues.
Although the Mountain Line
has also seen more riders, according general manager Steve

See BUSES, page 8
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Death with dignity laws need to be firm

EDITORIAL

If this happens, as many court
observers predict it will, this will
be a great step for individual liberty in the state and will hopefully lead to more states recognizing
that the right to die with dignity
is a human right that should be
enjoyed by all. In order to make
that happen, Montana needs to
start planning how to implement
physician-assisted suicides. We
need to make sure our death with
dignity laws are the most unimpeachable in the country.
State authorities need to
make sure there are safeguards
that ensure patients aren’t being

Will Melton, News Editor
The Montana Supreme Court
is poised to make Montana the
third state to legalize physicianassisted suicide. The upcoming
opinion, if the Court upholds
a lower court’s ruling from last
year, would make Montana the
first state to enshrine the right in
its constitution.
“I enjoy being alone, but I hate
being lonely,” he said, staring at
the ceiling like it was about to fall
in on him. “It’s a weird paradox.”
This years-old conversation
with a friend floated to the forefront of my thoughts as I casually
glanced over display tables in the
bookstore yesterday and caught
sight of “Loneliness: Human
Nature and the Need for Social
Connection.”
Normally I have little patience for pop sociology/psychology books (except Malcolm
Gladwell’s, because he is brilliant), but for some reason it
caught my attention.
And by “some reason,” I mean
I saw the book and thought what
the conniving authors expected
everyone who saw it to think:
“‘Loneliness?’ I’m lonely as hell.
I should probably pick this up.”
I leafed through it a bit and ultimately bought it (because I am
a sucker), but it is currently at the
back of a very long reading queue.

The

if the physician believes the patient has been acting depressed or
mentally unstable.
In addition, only patients who
doctors have predicted will die
within six months are eligible
for assisted suicide under Oregon law. A patient may rescind
a request at any time, including
after receiving a lethal prescription. And no doctor is required
to participate in helping a patient
end his or her life. These measures help weed abuses out of the
system, protect the rights of patients, doctors and families, and
preserve the right to die without

making the process overly onerous.
It’s certainly possible there
will be some abuses of the system, as is wont to happen when
playing with life and death.
However, opponents’ fears about
this happening in Oregon or
Washington have proven to be
groundless, as have the slipperyslope arguments about a push to
expand right to die to non-fatal
diseases. And, with equally welldesigned legislation, Montana
can continue the trend towards
allowing responsible access to
assisted suicide.

modern common sense of thing

Lonely? You’re not alone. Well, maybe you are.

s

By Karen! Garcia
So whatever I write here will soon
seem infinitely more moronic to
me once I actually read the book
and all of my following assertions
are refuted.
So anyway, at the prompting
of that faraway memory, I began
to wonder what the difference between aloneness and loneliness is,
and how, or if, the two are interrelated.
Because I irresponsibly draw
many conclusions about existence
from music, I will use Andrew
Bird to jump into this examination. “Being alone, it can be quite
romantic,” he muses in 2003’s
“Lull.” “I fascinate myself when
I’m all alone.”
And he’s right. Being alone is

Mr. Hauck, we expect better

Dear Mr. Hauck:
I am a lifelong Missoulian and
a lifelong Griz fan. We have one
of the best teams in the nation,
thanks in no small part to the University and the Missoula community and their rabid support. I do
believe, however, that lately you
have been taking us for granted
and I am tired of it. Mr. Hauck,
you owe the Kaimin, the University, and Missoula an apology for
your recent behavior regarding
the allegations against Trumaine
Johnson and Andrew Swink.
The Kaimin reporters were just
doing their job when they asked
you about Johnson and Swink;
your job was to answer their questions fairly and POLITELY. The
students and the city have a right
to know when the players they

pressured by family or doctors
into making a decision they will
regret, aren’t mentally unbalanced or depressed and have given plenty of thought to the course
of action that they hope to take.
Montana should look to Oregon, the state that pioneered
physician-assisted suicide, for
guidance. Oregon’s Death with
Dignity Act has seven stringent steps that a patient must go
through in order to be prescribed
a lethal dosage of drugs. These
steps include a waiting period, a
second opinion on the diagnosis
and a psychological evaluation

great on a variety of levels. People suck. Society sucks. Everyone
needs to escape from this overwhelming amount of suck at some
point or another, whether it be for
creative reasons or otherwise.
Henry David Thoreau popularized the romanticism of (virtual) solitude with “Walden” in
the 1850s, and our generation
has Christopher McCandless as
a model for the virtuous, independent (and ultimately doomed)
loner.
I actually went to Alaska last
summer in an effort to achieve
some semblance of this romantic,
Dickinson-esque isolation, but
just ended up selling my soul to
my editor. In the process, I found

myself feeling both horribly alone
and insufferably lonely.
While the two conditions are
not mutually exclusive, they are
not necessarily always directly
correlated, either.
I think my friend was trying
to express that, by virtue of being alone, he would inevitably
become lonely very quickly. And
I suppose this is how it works for
some people. But for others, loneliness is a social phenomenon,
that is, it is an inverse relationship, and they feel most lonely
when they are around others.
For instance, say I am hanging out with a group of friends
at the Old Post. I am ostensibly
having a good time, conversing,

room but in public, andif I may be blunt-get
your shit together before
one of your players kills
someone.
Finally, if you are
going to boycott the
Kaimin then I think it’s
only fair that they boycott you; no reports, no scores,
no game re-caps, no Gameday
Kaimin. They are the voice of the
University, you are the voice of a
university team, you need to work
with them. If you are unwilling to
do what needs to be done to get
this program back on track then
I think it’s time that Mr. O’Day
and the Athletics Department start
looking for someone who will.
Respectfully yours,
Phoebe Fortunate
UM Alum ‘09

Guest Column:

Letters to the
Editor
support financially and emotionally are misbehaving. These
people also pay your salary, Mr.
Hauck, so you are just as accountable to them as your players. Being a coach means that you get to
answer questions about your team,
be it 4 times or 400 times.
We understand that you are not
a babysitter and cannot control
these kids when they are not on the
field. However, you are their coach
and it’s time you started acting like
it. Make your players answer for
their actions, not just in the locker

The Montana Kaimin, in its 112th
year, is published by the students
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Missoula. The UM School of
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assumes no control over policy or
content.
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participating, drinking. Meanwhile, some impenetrable barrier
still exists. I am in a microscopically thin bubble, gently bouncing
off everyone instead of sticking.
This is not social awkwardness, or sadness, or any of that
other woe-is-me garbage. It is
loneliness, and it is merely a consequence of existing.
It’s just this underlying sensation of disconnect that is both
ubiquitous, yet generally unnoticed, much like breathing. Occasionally it will fluctuate in
relation to the environment (you
breathe more heavily when you
run), but generally, it’s faithfully
stable.
And it’s not “nobody understands me” loneliness, or “I have
no one” loneliness; it’s just a dull,
latent hollowness where it feels
like someone or something should
be, regardless of the quantity and/
or quality of the someones or
somethings you already have.
karen.garcia@umontana.edu

The nature of cultural symbols and an important question:
If you’re married is french kissing cheating?
Several years ago, my husband
and I enjoyed a television comedy
about the lives of doctors and their
families. In one episode a female
character, known for being flirtatious, popped her lipstick-smeared
face out of a coat room at a company party to ask her husband, “Is
French kissing cheating?”
It was funny because everyone
knows that French kissing someone to whom you are not married
in a cloak room is cheating. The
humor relied on the audience’s
knowledge of cultural norms relative to marital fidelity and monogamy. In other words, we could
laugh at the character’s gaffe
through a perspective gleaned

Montana Kaimin

Newsroom Phone 406-243-4310		

william.melton@umontana.edu

from shared knowledge of proper
marital behavior. We all “got it.”
Our education in the meanings
of shared, collective, and historic
symbols is so pervasive that while
we may not be able to remember
when or how we first learned them
we are able to act on their meanings – without negotiation – every
day.
So here is the problem. Recently I have observed people
misunderstanding the nature or
properties of symbols. I am referring to four recent events. The first
occurred this past spring in Los
Alamitos, Calif., when the mayor

See SYMBOLS, page 3
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SYMBOLS
From page 2
emailed a black business woman
a picture of the White House with
the lawn covered in watermelons
with the caption, “No Easter egg
hunt this year.” The second happened in Stevensville this summer
when a woman carried a placard in
the Creamery parade saying, “No
mo bro.” The third occurred at the
season’s first Griz game half-time
show when the marching band
played, “How the West Was Won”
and formed the shape of a covered
wagon, and the fourth occurred a
few days ago when an undergraduate flew the Confederate flag from
his dorm room.
While the meaning of these
symbols has been hotly contested,
there has been little attention directed to the nature of symbols. The
result is an explosiveness that fractures us through misunderstandings and polarizing disagreement.
It is like playing with dynamite
when you think you are holding a
birthday candle. Let’s review what
we know about the nature of symbols and wonder together how and
in what ways we are or are not living by the guidelines established
through their shared meanings.
Symbols are historical, shared,
and context dependent. Given the
historical and cultural context
from which symbols emerge, one
individual can’t pretend, ignore,
neglect or reinterpret shared historical meanings. We know that a
ring worn on the third finger of the
left hand signifies a range of ac-

ceptable marital behaviors. You’re
going to be in trouble if you get
caught kissing a woman’s husband
even if to you marriage means
a free romp in the cloak room.
Because the ring is such a ubiquitous symbol of sexual monogamy,
we can’t pretend otherwise. As cultural members, we hold and are held
responsible for that knowledge. So
when the mayor of Los Alamitos,
Calif., feigned ignorance that his
post card would be anything other
than funny, he failed to understand
and acknowledge the demeaning stereotypes used to subjugate
African Americans in our past
and instead assumed that everyone
would interpret the symbol as innocuously as he did.
Because his daily experiences didn’t include the effects of racial stereotyping, he
simply assumed that everyone
saw the world the way he did –
including his black colleague,
whose
life
trajectory
has
inescapably been conditioned by
this legacy. This leads to a second
important property of symbols.
Symbols carry meaning beyond
just ourselves. Just as we can’t decide a symbol’s meanings arbitrarily, we can’t re-interpret their meanings arbitrarily either. We can’t
assert our own meanings are the
only ones that are legitimate and
everyone else is somehow wrong,
misguided or worse as in the Stevensville woman’s inflammatory
name calling of people who don’t
sympathize with her. While being married might mean different
things for different people, there is

Opinion
generally a range of acceptable behavior; step outside that range and
you are breaking cultural norms. If
caught kissing in the cloak room, it
doesn’t really wash to tell your husband, “French kissing isn’t cheating to me. Thought you knew.” It
might be OK in one person’s world
view – but that is not the predominant meaning of marriage. So for
Cathy Kulonis to assert that what
she meant was “Bro” in Christian
terms, i.e. brotherly love, is little
more than a smokescreen to hide
derogatory racial references. Because we live in community with
each other, we are not free to assert or impose our own individual
meanings on cultural symbols. Political dissent is one thing and racism quite another.
Symbols are multivalent. This
means they carry more than one
meaning at the same time. Like the
song, “How the West was Won,”
played at half time to show victory, conquest, strength, and perseverance – all qualities you want
to have in your football team – the
song just as truthfully depicts a
legacy of colonialist imperialism,
intentional attempted genocide,
and the rape of a land that extinguished, in decades, life ways that
had existed for centuries. Because
symbols are multivalent we can’t
divorce one meaning from the other nor do we choose which meaning we are asserting. The band
cannot claim one meaning for a
song today and another tomorrow.
The same is true for the symbol
of the Confederate flag. While to
Kyle Johnson it signifies a legacy
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of Southern “independence and
state’s rights” it just as legitimately
signals one of the cruelest and most
oppressive times in American history, the enslavement of Africans
for white southern prosperity. And
the Confederate flag continues to
be carried by people who often
openly and happily associate themselves with ideologies of anarchy,
racism, subjugation, supremacy.
Rather than jockeying for dominance by asserting that one meaning of a symbol is more legitimate,
true or correct, we have to find a
way to live with each other in the
face of sometimes contradictory
meanings that will not resolve into
larger truths. And this leads to my
final point about symbols.
The use of cultural symbols
carries an explicit responsibility for empathy. Just like feigning
ignorance of traffic infractions in
Missoula will get you a ticket and
a reminder about your responsibility as a driver to know and follow
all traffic laws, feigning ignorance
of the meaning of cultural symbols
holds little weight.
As human beings living in collective and historical community,
we have a responsibility to know
the meanings of our own culture
symbols – all of them. As members of our culture, as culture bearers, we have to take responsibility
for the symbols that we live with,
live in the legacy of, and those we
want to continue to assert. Part of
that responsibility carries the onus
of empathy. We need to be able to
see the world through the eyes of
those with whom our words and

Kaimin

actions impact. And that impact
needs to matter.
So what the California mayor, the student with the flag, the
marching band, and the lady with
the placards all have in common is
they failed to understand that the
use of symbols only holds salience
within a community. And community membership comes with the
responsibility to understand the
positionality, perspective and experiences of those with whom we
share a campus, a town, a state, a
nation, and a world.
Once we recognize the responsibility symbols carry, the issue
changes from one of asserting my
rights to my symbolic meanings to
a thoughtful question: how will the
public assertion of a symbol impact my brothers and sisters?
How do we manage contradictory meanings that won’t resolve
into singular truths? How do we
create a collective self-consciousness that can accommodate shared
and contradictory meanings in
a deferential and inclusive way?
The answer is, through the way
we honor our human connectedness. That perspective transforms
people from “thems” we need to
convert, persuade or change to
“us-es” we need to understand and
find a way to talk to. That glimpse
also opens the possibility for dialogue about a historical legacy we
share and moves us to collectively
negotiating meanings for the
future.
Danielle F. Wozniak
Assistant Professor,
School of Social Work
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Setting some smoking boundaries

Greg Lindstrom / Montana Kaimin

Residence Life employee George Vukich repaints a line outside Craig Hall Monday to indicate a non-smoking boundary, which is supposed to be 25 feet from the entrance. Vukich says
he has been working for Resident Life for “23 years next week.”

www.montanakaimin.com

UM events honor Montana’s
American Indian Heritage Day
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Traditional Native American
games such as double ball will appear on the Oval Friday afternoon
in honor of Montana’s American
Indian Heritage Day.
The University of Montana’s
celebration begins at 7 a.m. on
the first switchback of Mount
Sentinel with a sunrise ceremony
led by one of UM’s first Native
American Studies graduates, Arlene Adams.

“Among a lot of tribes, to greet
the sun is very ceremonial,” said
Salena Hill, Native American
Studies adviser.
Other events include singing an
honor song between the UC and
Mansfield Library at noon, Indian
tacos in the Food Zoo, traditional
games on the Oval beginning at 1
p.m. and a round dance which will
start an hour later.
Hill encourages all students to
join in the activities since the day
was established to celebrate Native American cultures. For her, it

serves as a reminder of UM’s welcoming and inclusive atmosphere.
“It’s really good to see a snapshot of our community,” Hill said.
“A lot of our culture is social and
very community-oriented.”
Native American Studies chair
Wade Davies, along with some of
his students, will organize the traditional games on the Oval, many
of which are taught in the spring
course Native American Sports
and Games.
This year’s activities are organized by the Department of Native American Studies, American
Indian Student Services and Hellgate High School.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
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Montana hockey hungry to earn national attention
Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin

In sports, winning is everything, but sometimes that isn’t
enough.
Returning all its top talent to a
team that went 17-4 last year, the
Griz men’s hockey team has a legitimate shot of running the table
this season. But for a team looking
to push its way into the American
Collegiate Hockey Association Division II playoffs, perfection might
not cut it.
In the ACHA, teams with the
highest rankings are voted into the
postseason, and rankings are determined by a program’s number of
wins and its strength of schedule.
In the four years of its existence,
Montana has yet to make the grade.
For the Griz, the problem hasn’t
been winning games – it’s been
finding quality opposition to make
the long trip to Missoula.
“Because of the location and
because we’re such a new team, it’s
been really tough to get teams to
come all the way out here,” secondyear Griz coach Barrett McDonald
said. “That’s the biggest barrier
trying to get a new club off the
ground.”
So far that’s meant the team has
had to travel, and travel often. This
year the team plays 18 of its 26
games on the road.
Griz captain John Melendez
said the team hopes all the trips
will pay off in years to come.
“Right now we go places, hoping they’ll return the favor,” Melendez said. “It’s really the only
way to play it.”
For now, the schedule causes
headaches for the players and runs
up the club’s expenses.
With its $3,200 grant from the
university this season, the club
is the second highest funded athletic club on campus (the women’s
hockey team is first). But like most

Alisia Duganz/Montana Kaimin

UM forward James Wiscombe pushes the puck against Walla Walla last season. Wiscombe is one of 16 returnees to UM hockey this season, a year after the team went
17-4. The club, which plays home games at Glacier Ice Rink, plays 18 of their 26 matches on the road this season.

club teams, university funding and
the money generated from ticket
and merchandise sales still isn’t
enough to go around.
Griz forward Matt Dyck, who
fronted the money to buy the
team’s merchandise this year, said
that with expenses estimated at
around $28,000, the team won’t
break even.
“This year it’s going to end up
costing each player $600 out of
pocket,” Dyck said.

That doesn’t mean the team
isn’t making strides.
The club’s record has continued
to improve each season and the
team saw a sharp increase in attendance at last year’s games, which
doubled to over 300 fans a contest.
McDonald said he can feel the
momentum building.
“Any time you have that kind
of spike in attendance it’s a great
sign,” McDonald said. “This thing
has gotten bigger and better more

quickly than we thought it could.”
As they open a two-game home
stand against Boise State this
weekend, the club looks to last season’s top scorers – Melendez, Mike
Schnurr, James Wiscombe and
Brendan Elkins – to pick up where
they left off and hopes to fit firstyear player, Pat Restemayer, into
the offensive mix.
Goalie Devin Sutton, whose
play was instrumental in last year’s
success, has also looked strong in

practices and the team’s two exhibition games.
Tough road trips to Eastern
Washington, Colorado State and
Northern Colorado will be a challenge for McDonald’s team, but he
thinks that this could be a special
season.
“The playoffs are more of a
long-term goal,” McDonald said.
“But with the talent we think we’ve
got, you never know. This could be
the year.”
matt.mcleod@umontana.edu

Lacrosse begins fall season with new blood
Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin

After leading Montana through their
first season in the Men’s Collegiate Lacrosse Association’s Division I program in
2009, head coach Ryan Hanavan stepped
down last spring to pursue career opportunities outside of lacrosse. This move left
one of UM’s most successful athletic programs without a leader.
Now, with the program unable to find a
permanent skipper for fall ball, the young
team is going to be led by one of its own –
temporarily.
Will Freihofer, a 2009 Montana graduate and former Griz mid-fielder, has taken
over as interim head coach.
Why is Freihofer coaching? “I like the
team,” Freihofer said simply. “I’m around
with not a whole lot to do until I go to Antarctica in several weeks. It’s kind of a winwin.”
Freihofer – who leaves for the Antarctica to work as a general assistant for
the US Antarctic Program in October – is
coaching alongside former Griz standouts
Tucker Sargent and Jake Bagley, preparing the club for next weekend’s annual Fall
Shootout in Missoula.
The Griz, coming off of a 6-7 spring
season, bring a contingent of young players for this year’s fall schedule, Freihofer
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A defender tries to stop an attack on goal during a three-on-three drill at Dornblaser Tuesday.

said.
“We’ve got a really young team,” Freihofer said. “But it’s a really talented group
of young guys.”
Freihofer said that there are close to 20
freshmen on this year’s roster, including
players from New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Tennessee, Minnesota, Il-

linois, Oregon and Washington, adding
that the lure of Montana, along with having a top-notch lacrosse program, piques
players’ interest in coming to the school.
“These kids come here because they
like the state and University of Montana,”
Freihofer said. “They can do all the Montana things and, on top of that, play on a
pretty damn good lacrosse team. That’s
what puts them over the edge.”
While new players certainly outnumber veterans this year, Freihofer said
that he has several returning players he
can count on. One of those players is junior midfielder Geoff McEvers. Having
redshirted last season, McEvers is a player
who Freihofer expects to see substantial
playing time from this year.
“Geoff’s solid, his stick skills are getting better and better,” Freihofer said. “He
is a good example of what we really need
this year: solid, hustling mid-fielders that
can give us some depth.”
Having a former teammate as coach
seems like a natural fit, said McEvers.
“He [Freihofer] was always a leader
as a teammate, so for him, coming in as
a coach, it’s not that hard,” said McEvers.
“We have a lot of new guys so they don’t
know him as much as a player, more of as
a coach.”
Senior All-Conference defenseman

Henry Sulzbacher returns to anchor the
Montana defense, but the loss of forwards
such as Sam Gratton and the aforementioned Sargent leave the Griz looking for
players with the ability to produce scoring.
“Scoring will have to come from new
faces this year,” Freihofer said. “We’re trying to figure out how to put the ball in the
back of the net.”
The official MCLA season doesn’t get
under way until the spring, but fall ball is
crucial to evaluate personnel and prepare
for the regular season – which translates
into practices three times a week and
participation in several fall tournaments.
Freihofer said that the team will probably
be traveling to Boise, Idaho for the Gem
State Invitational next month – but first on
the priority list is preparing for the third
annual Fall Shootout, which will bring
schools such as Idaho, Gonzaga, Washington, and Montana State to Missoula next
weekend.
And while Freihofer is currently helping the team prepare for the tournament,
he said that he is also busy trying to find
a permanent replacement for head coach
before he leaves.
“We’re currently accepting applications
for coaches,” he said. “I’ve got the time
right now, and I like the program, but I’m
only temporarily taking the reins.”
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
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Evasive maneuvers

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Sophomore Max Tuttle dodges an outstretched Vince Bagby during an intramural flag football game at the Riverbowl Wednesday.

Golf finishes seventh in Pullman
Kaimin Sports
Montana Kaimin
The Montana women’s golf
team claimed seventh place at the
Washington State Inland Cup in
Pullman, Wash., on Wednesday,
after shooting a team score of 936
during the three-day event at the

Palouse Ridge Golf Club.
Junior Carissa Simmons tied
for sixth overall after shooting a
227. Lauren Howell tied for 15th
place after firing a 15-over-par
for the tournament, and teammates Rose Stepanek and Ashli
Helstrom tied for 27th and 29th,
respectively. Stepanek shot a 239

overall and Helstrom was a stroke
behind with a 240. Olivia Weber
tied for 50th by firing a 247 after
three rounds.
Howell, who shot a threeover-par Wednesday, connected
on 10 birdies in the tournament.
Simmons fired a one-over-par on
Tuesday in the second round, and
remained in the top 10 individually throughout the event, dropping five birdies and two eagles in
the 72-hole tournament. Montana
shot a score of 307 as a team on
Wednesday, which was an improvement from Monday’s score
of 318 and Tuesday’s round of 311.
Idaho, who placed three individuals in the top five, won the
tournament with a team mark of
906.
In two weeks, Montana will
head out on a one-week road trip
to play in the South Florida Invitational, and then the LPGA International in Daytona Beach, Fla.
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Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Every fall, starry-eyed hopefuls
(mostly freshmen) flock to the UC
ballroom to play the most awkward
game of musical chairs known
to man. They call it speed dating.
When this assignment landed in
my lap, I made sure the Kaimin
realized what they were doing
sending a 22-year old senior with a
drinking problem to a social function consisting chiefly of freshmen.
But then again, I trust the better
judgment of the kids here to know
when an old, creepy dude is hanging around.
Figuring I’d be discovered as a
senior in minutes, I decided to use
this flawed venture in making new
friends as a social experiment in
crappy conversation. Here are just a
few techniques of shooting yourself
in the foot on the first date.
The Major Ranger
Of all the most irrelevant, imposing questions you could ask
somebody, essentially demanding
they categorize themselves in a
neatly packaged building of office
paper and human cattle.
Most people that come around
for their first year are scared
enough as it is about what they’re
committing their lives to in a file
in the Registrars’ office. It’s like a
sliver of broken glass in my brain
wondering how the hell this ever
came to be accepted as an icebreaker.
Thus I ask immediately.
“So, what’s your major then?”
“I’m a wildlife bio major.”
“Really? Do you study bears
and crap?”
She gives an awkward pause as I
realize I may have just set the building to this conversation on fire.
“Yeah.”
“Yeah? Do you like bears?”
At this point I feel like I’m only
spraying the flames with kerosene.
But then her face lights up with
the cheer of a squirrel.
“I love bears!”
Nice save. There’s hope yet. I
ask her if she’s ever seen one and
she tells me no.
“I did once. It was in a pen. Outside.”
“Oh, well, yeah I’ve seen bears
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Speed Dating

Six ways to make a crappy first impression
Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

A freshman looks to her friend for help during speed dating Wednesday night in the UC.

in, like, a zoo.”
“I may have seen one on the side
of the road once.”
“Huh? Oh my god!”
“Oh! I mean, don’t worry. It,
like, didn’t die …”
A long pause is the siren announcing that the awkward moment has finally arrived.
“So what other animals do you
like?”
“I like big cats.”
“Yeah. Do you like lynxes?”
Soon after this point she starts
instinctively scouring the room as
if she’s hailing a cab. A helicopter.
Anything to get the hell out of this
situation. I think of something to
say, but this exchange has already
thrown itself out a 30-story window. So I cut to the chase and ask
why she’s here.
“My friends dragged me here,”
she says, trying to keep a smile up.
“Yeah. I guess you could say my
friends dragged me here too.”
The Mooch
I didn’t have to wait for the
major question this time. It got
thrown at me right out of the gate.
She seemed friendlier though. And
yet, at that moment, my tummy

screamed at me for filling it with
nothing but candy and Mountain
Dew the whole afternoon. The
sugar crash ensues, and I realize it’s
time to wax philosophical on chivalry and paying for dinner.
“So,” I inject after some small
talk I couldn’t remember two minutes after I said it, “On a date, do
you think its more appropriate for
one party to pay the bill or do you
believe in a split tab?”
“I generally think split tab
works. But I picked up the check
for my friend last time and I didn’t
mind.”
“Do you think you could do
that again? I haven’t eaten all afternoon.”
She laughed it up. “Ha ha, sure!
I gotta tell you though, I don’t have
a job right now.”
“That’s okay, we could go out
for a box of rice.”
This shouldn’t have come as a
surprise. I’ve already told her I’m a
senior in the journalism school.
The Sympathizer
I’ve never believed that a strong
bond between two people can
rest on common interests alone.
Like when a young woman with a

deafening shriek seven glasses into
a keg rager starts screaming your
favorite band’s entire discography
in your ear.
But sometimes it can form a
small bridge of understanding. The
girls switch chairs and suddenly
I’m sitting in front of a girl in a
green shirt with a fresh barbell nestled in her left eyebrow. I have two
rings in my right. We congratulate
each other on our facial mutilation.
“It’s kind of infected right now,”
she says as she fiddles with her little green stud.
“Me too,” I say, as I try to relate
with a fresh pink ring I just happened to get in my cartilage. “I still
got little crusties in this one.”
“Oh gross.”
See what I mean about common
interests?
Divine Intervention
Before I could foul this up anymore, somebody drops a pile of
coupons for tacos and soda in front
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of me. Free tacos may save oneself
from a devastating first discussion,
but alas cannot be relied upon in
the cruel dating world.
The Strong, Silent Type
I often hear that women like the
kind of guy that listens. Maybe this
girl with the inquisitive stare at the
end of the table would say something interesting if left to her own
devices. She cues things up for me.
“What’s up,” she asks.
“Nothing.”
“Really?” She keeps looking at
me, demanding an answer.
“Yeah.”
“Oh…”
Many seconds without talking
are filled with Lady Gaga blasting
from the back of the ballroom. This
conversation could still go somewhere. It has to or it’s going to be
a four-minute gauntlet of really bad
house pop.
“So, what’s your major?
God. Damn it.
Blowing Your Cover
Like a bank robber at the wheel,
a reporter undercover on a date has
to keep their eye on the road and
keep that notebook covered, lest
you ram your car right into the police station.
A girl in a purple shirt and purple earrings calls bullshit on me
immediately after she finds out I’m
a print journalism major.
“Are you doing a story on me?”
“Nooo.”
“Why are you taking notes
then?”
I level with her and spill the
beans. She laughs and says some
journalism kid pulled the same
stunt on her last year.
Now who looks like an asshole?
Still, she assures me it’s not the
worst thing that’s happened to her.
“I had some 30-year-old guy ask
me last year if he could smell my
hair.”
I couldn’t have come up with a
worse first impression myself.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu
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BUSES
From page 1
Earle, the increase has only been
between 4 and 5 percent and is
spread out over all the routes.
Wilson hopes that within the
next five years, ASUM will add
not only more 35-foot buses, which
have a capacity of 60 people, to its
system, but also a second bus to
the East Broadway route. She said
that there is plenty of space along
that route for people to park, but
people generally don’t want to
wait 20 minutes for the next bus if
they’re a couple of minutes late for
the one before.
“That might then give us a

little more capacity,” Wilson said.
As it stands, if Wilson has underestimated the ridership for the
winter, there’s not much the bus
system can do.
“We don’t have any funding to
provide more service,” she said.
Most of ASUM Office of
Transportation’s funding comes
out of the student fee, but this
year it will also have some federal
assistance through a grant from
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality funds.
“In the future, we hope to generate other funding sources that
won’t come out of student pockets,” Wilson said.
brenna.braaten@umontana.edu
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VINYL
From page 1
period.
With nothing but dismal news
for CDs, its older cousin vinyl
seems to be the only physical music format seeing some growth
these days.
According to the Los Angeles
Times, Nielsen SoundScan predicts that vinyl sales should hit
about 2.8 million in 2009, almost a
full million up from the 1.9 million
figure of last year. Those numbers
are impressive, especially since vinyl was pretty much written off as
a dead medium a decade ago, but
even with the rise, vinyl sales still
only account for 1 percent of total
music sales.
The spike in sales doesn’t necessarily mean that everybody’s
jumping on the vinyl bandwagon,
either. The ten best-selling vinyl
records of 2008 came from acts
such as Radiohead, the Beatles,
Fleet Foxes, Neutral Milk Hotel
and Pink Floyd, none of which
cracked the top ten best-selling albums of 2008 overall.

Thursday, September 24, 2009
Missoula-based independent
record label Wäntage Records
has been distributing its product
on vinyl and on CD since it began
in 1993, but vinyl dominates. For
owner Josh Vanek, the reason is
mostly economic.
When copying onto CDs,
Vanek says he has to order at least
500 copies. The problem is that
some of the bands on the label
might not sell that much, so he’s
left with extra CDs that he paid for
but won’t be able to sell. With vinyl, Vanek can distribute as many
or as few as he wants.
“It’s easier to say I want to do
a short run of a high quality product,” Vanek said. “I don’t like
wasting resources, so it’s nice to
have that kind of control over the
scale of a project.”
But like so many other music
lovers, there’s something sacred
about vinyl for Vanek. It’s still the
best way outside of a live show that
a listener can really get to know an
artist.
“I sort of like the fact that it’s
kind of limited,” he said. “Vinyl
kind of forces you to get into what

Comment on our stories
online at:
www.montanakaimin.com

the band is trying to say or do.
Like it has done before, the
mainstream music industry is
catching on to what those in smaller but no less influential markets
are already doing, and vinyl is
popping up in places outside of
just a few downtown record shops.
The electronics chain Best Buy
has started carrying a limited supply of LPs along with their inventory of CDs and MP3 players.
Even Apple’s iTunes Music Store
introduced a new music format
called iTunes LPs, which the store
touts as a “return” to the “visual
experience of the record album.”
For a few dollars extra, iTunes
customers can download an album that comes with a full-screen
interactive program that features
album artwork, animated lyrics,
bonus videos and artist interviews.
iTunes, it seems, is starting to figure out what Ear Candy’s Fleming
has known for a long time.
“You can’t read any liner
notes on an iPod,” Fleming said.
“There’s something about the tangible product that people enjoy.”
kimball.bennion@umontana.edu

TRAIL
From page 1
Kaufmann declined to comment.
The City Council will discuss
the project further and possibly
vote on annexation at a meeting
on Monday at 7 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers at 140 W. Pine
St.
Bob Jaffe requested that
Brugh’s proposals be in writing
and in the hands of Council members by Friday so that they could
review them over the weekend.
cody.bloomsburg@umontana.edu

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: One .5-inch gold hoop style earring
in University Theater or Clinic area.
Call 543-4452.
Found: Digital camera in case w/ photos in
Glacier National Park on Avalanche Lake
Trail. Call 406-431-9866.
Lost: Ray Van sunglasses at Cara’s Park on
Saturday. Please call (406) 544-0666
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula.
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins.
Call 251-6611.
HELP WANTED
Bitterroot Gymnastics is seeking help in
the following positions. Birthday Party
Teachers: We are seeking two birthday
party teachers. Hours are 10am - 7pm
Saturdays. Applicants must be fun loving,
work well with children, and be very
reliable. No gymnastics background is
necessary. Janitorial positions: We are

Montana Kaimin
Office Staff:
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KAIMIN

seeking two individuals to work two hours
each night cleaning at our gym. Applicants
must be reliable and detail oriented. Some
heavy lifting, up to 50lbs, is required.
Please contact us at 728-4258 or stop by
736 Cooper St., Missoula, Mt 59802 for an
application.
Are you interested in wildlife conservation
and outdoor adventure? Want to write for
a 150,000+ circulation magazine and a
website receiving 100,000 hits per month?
Bugle magazine at RMEF is your ticket.
We offer two unpaid internships a semester
that give you the chance to boost both
your skills and resume while writing for
print, broadcast and the Internet. You will
also gain exp. using an advanced website
content management system. Come be
part of our team, email jobs@rmef.org for
more info.

AD REPRESENTATIVES:
Amanda Conley
Hannah VanArsdell
Holly Calloway

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

Cashier: Fun job with lots of public contact
in a healthy, positive setting at Currents
Aquatic Center! Early morning, evenings,
weekends, 15-20 hours, $7.88. Workstudy ok. Application at Currents Aquatic
Center in McCormick Park, 600 Cregg Ln.
or http://www.ci.missoula.mt.us/index.
aspx?NID=327. For details: dbeaudin@
ci.missoula.mt.us. Deadline 9/28, 5 p.m.
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal
counseling
appointments
available. Please call 243-4711
Overcoming Shyness: You are not alone in
feeling shy, 93% of all people experience
some degree of shyness. The pain of shyness
does not have to interfere with developing
relationships, engaging in social and
school activities, or reaching your goals.
This group will cover unhelpful thinking
patterns, relaxation, assertiveness and goalsetting. Call CAPS 243-4711.

Want to learn how to play women’s
lacrosse? Sept. 24th 5:00pm in the oval.
No
equipment/experience
needed
montanawomenslax@gmail.com
Weight management, October 1 November 19, 5:30-7 p.m. $25 for 8
weeks including nutritional snacks! This
program is tailored to help you develop
healthy lifestyle habits for life long weight
management. We’ll share tips on how to
exercise effectively, eat healthy, and delve
into emotional eating, goal setting and
changing habits. Open to faculty, staff and
students. To register call 243-2833, or sign
up at Campus Rec.
Taming your test anxiety seminar! Want to
get a jump start on having a successful fall
semester by learning how to take exams?
Come to this seminar, Saturday October
3rd, 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 at the Curry Health
Center. Free! Call 243-4711 to register.

Take Control. Quit smoking/chewing kits
at Curry.
Can’t concentrate? The TM technique
improves focus. www.tm.org - Paula
207-7496
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount! Computer Central 136 E.
Broadway 542-6540
Computer Problems? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
Att: Loc8 ur nu haus on ur cell! Text to:
74362. TextMLS Any cell. Any listed
Western MT property. Steve.Corrick@
PruMT. com, 329-2033
Elenita Brown Dana studio offering
professional training in Spanish/Flamraco
(U of M credit available) and dances around
the world. Downtown dance collective
Missoula 777-5956.
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